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	enterFactsOfCase:   The firm is in the business of hauling commodities from storage facilities to mills and other shipping points for customers. The worker was engaged as a truck driver. The firm acknowledged that the business began as a sole prop and that the LLC was established for liability purposes as well as to keep the trucks busy when not needed on the farm. The worker received a Form 1099-MISC for his services in 2013, 2014, and 2015. He continued to provide services in 2016 as well. There was no written agreement. The worker noted that he was an experienced driver but trained others on keeping logs, maintenance records, invoicing, making needed repairs and where to go for parts. The firm agreed that he received no training. The firm noted that the worker was to make contact with mills, etc. to obtain work and that the worker determined his own route and hours. Both parties agreed that the firm would be contacted to resolve any issues or complaints. The worker was to report on any issues regarding the customers or issues with the trucks or drivers. The worker filled out a spreadsheet for each customer with the applicable load slips. He gave them to the customers weekly as well as provided copies to the firm. The worker had no set regular scheduled hours. His work routine consisted of being first in line to start the days’ pick-ups and deliveries; he worked the allowable hours according to DOT regulations. The worker made all the arrangements for pick-ups and deliveries; he supervised truck loading, performed required truck maintenance, filled out paperwork to be turned in weekly and then returned to his home with the firm's truck. Both parties agreed that the worker worked at the firm’s shop, customers’ facilities/premises, and on the road. There were no meetings. Both parties also agreed that the worker was required to provide the services personally with the worker noting that only the firm would hire and pay any substitute workers. Both the firm and the worker agreed that the firm provided the tractor, trailer, fuel, insurance, parts for repair/replacement, all permits and licensing for the truck as well as the shop for repairs and maintenance. The worker supplied some personal tools for on-the-road repairs and incurred expenses for meals, showers, clothing, CDL license fees and physical. The firm noted that the worker provided a cell phone, CB radio and log books. Both agreed that the worker received a percentage of the load; the worker added that he was also paid per mile when moving equipment for the firm as requested and was sometimes compensated for time spent in the shop. The worker had no other economic risk other than the loss of his compensation. Both parties agreed that the customer paid the firm. The firm noted that it carried workers’ compensation insurance on the worker. The worker indicated that the firm established the level of payment for services; the firm indicated that the customer did. Both the firm and the worker agreed that there were no benefits. Either party could terminate the relationship without incurring a liability. Both parties agreed that the worker did not perform similar services for others. The firm noted that the worker made calls to past and current customers for more work. If the firm received a call from one of the worker’s customers, they would provide his cell number; however, the worker noted that his responsibility for soliciting new customers was to hand out the firm’s business card and tell them to contact the firm.  New customers requested a certificate of insurance; the worker noted that all decisions and any contracts were signed by the firm and were between the firm and the customer. The firm required that the worker turned-in bills to customers weekly as well as copies to the firm to calculate the worker's share. The firm indicated that it determined if any hauling would be out of state as it was obligated to obtain licenses and permits. The worker essentially ‘sold’ the firm’s freight hauling services. Both agreed that the relationship ended when the worker quit. 
	enterAnalysis: In determining whether an individual is an employee or an independent contractor under the common law, all evidence of both control and lack of control or independence must be considered. The relationship of the worker and the business must be examined. Facts that show a right to direct or control how the worker performs the specific tasks for which he or she is hired, who controls the financial aspects of the worker’s activities, and how the parties perceive their relationship should be considered. As is the case in almost all worker classification cases, some facts point to an employment relationship while other facts indicate independent contractor status. The determination of the worker’s status, then, rests on the weight given to the factors, keeping in mind that no one factor rules. The degree of importance of each factor varies depending on the occupation and the circumstances. Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to control how a worker performs a task include training and instructions. In this case, the firm retained the right to change the worker’s methods and to direct the worker to the extent necessary to protect its financial investment. The worker was engaged as a truck driver to drive the firm's truck and trailer. He was given considerable latitude in procuring and scheduling hauling jobs for the firm which resulted in income for the firm and for himself. The worker was also expected to maintain the vehicle, invoice the customer and perform any other duties assigned by the firm. He reported the loads hauled for the firm by submitting a copy of the spreadsheet with load tickets to the firm as well as to the customer. He was required to provide the services personally; understandable, as he was driving the firm's vehicle and representing the firm's business. If the services must be rendered personally, presumably the person or persons for whom the services are performed are interested in the methods used to accomplish the work as well as in the results. The worker worked essentially full-time for the firm. The term “full-time” may vary with the intent of the parties and the nature of the occupation since it does not necessarily mean working an eight hour day or a five or six day week.  If the worker must devote substantially full-time to the business of the person or persons for whom the services are performed, such person or persons have control over the amount of time the worker spends working and, therefore, the worker is restricted from doing other gainful work. An independent contractor, on the other hand, is free to work when and for whom he or she chooses. In addition, the worker provided his services on a continuous basis throughout the time period involved. A continuing relationship between the worker and the person or persons for whom the services are performed indicates that an employer-employee relationship exists. A continuing relationship may exist where work is performed in frequently recurring although irregular intervals.  The firm mentioned that if the worker did not bring in sufficient income, he would be terminated. The right to discharge a worker is a factor indicating that the worker is an employee and the person possessing the right is an employer. An employer exercises control through the threat of dismissal, which causes the worker to obey the employer’s instructions. An independent contractor, on the other hand, cannot be fired so long as the independent contractor produces a result that meets the contract specifications. In this case, there was no contract.  Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to direct and control the financial aspects of the worker’s activities include significant investment, unreimbursed expenses, the methods of payment, and the opportunity for profit or loss. In this case, the worker did not invest capital or assume business risks, and therefore, did not have the opportunity to realize a profit or incur a loss as a result of the services provided. It was the firm that had the investment in the vehicle and the business. The firm retained a percentage of the load with the firm indicating that this amount was equivalent to a truck rental. There was no written agreement outlining this arrangement; the firm's retention of a percentage would also not be an indication of a set truck rental fee on which the worker could incur a profit or loss. The worker received a percentage of the load and had no other economic risk other than the loss of that compensation. A person who can realize a profit or suffer a loss as a result of his or her services is generally an independent contractor, while the person who cannot is an employee.  “Profit or loss” implies the use of capital by a person in an independent business of his or her own.  The risk that a worker will not receive payment for his or her services, however, is common to both independent contractors and employees and, thus, does not constitute a sufficient economic risk to support treatment as an independent contractor.  If a worker loses payment from the firm’s customer for poor work, the firm shares the risk of such loss.  Control of the firm over the worker would be necessary in order to reduce the risk of financial loss to the firm.  The opportunity for higher earnings or of gain or loss from a commission arrangement is not considered profit or loss.          Factors that illustrate how the parties perceive their relationship include the intent of the parties as expressed in written contracts; the provision of, or lack of employee benefits; the right of the parties to terminate the relationship; the permanency of the relationship; and whether the services performed are part of the service recipient’s regular business activities. There were no benefits and there was no written agreement. The worker drove the firm's truck and trailer for its hauling business. When doing so, the worker was not engaged in an independent enterprise. His services instead were part of the necessary activities of the firm's business operations. Integration of the worker’s services into the business operations generally shows that the worker is subject to direction and control. When the success or continuation of a business depends to an appreciable degree upon the performance of certain services, the workers who perform those services must necessarily be subject to a certain amount of control by the owner of the business. Based on the above analysis, we conclude that the firm had the right to exercise direction and control over the worker to the degree necessary to establish that the worker was a common law employee and not an independent contractor operating a trade or business.   Please see Publication 4341 for guidance and instructions for firm compliance.    



